358                                                NOTES.
(3)    The integral Jcos0d<r/r2 is 4r or 0 according as the origin is inside or outside S.
(4)    The x component of attraction is J"cos0'd<r/?" where <£' is the angle the normal at da- makes with x.   [Gauss.]
In Arts 358, 360, 362 and Note M there are some examples of surface integrals replaced by line integrals.
NOTE B, Art. 190.   Potential of a thin circular ring.   When the law of force is the inverse square of the distance, Dickson puts the potential at any point R into
IT     2JC theform                                     2~
where £(/> + />') is the mean of the greatest and least distances of R from the ring, M is the mass, and 1C is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind to modulus OP/a. See the figure of Art. 185.
NOTE C, Art. 211. Attraction of a solid ellipsoid. In the text the potential at an internal point P is found first and the axial components of force are deduced by differentiation. The following method of finding the components of force is so simple as to deserve attention.
Through P we pass an ellipsoid concentric with and similar to the boundary oi the solid. The attraction at P of the portion of the solid external to this ellipsoid has been proved to be zero in Art. 68. It is therefore necessary only to find the attraction at P of the portion of the solid bounded by this ellipsoid. The problem is thus reduced to that of finding the attraction of an ellipsoid at a point ou its surface. Let the semi-axes of this ellipsoid be ma, mb, me.
We now construct an elementary cone whose vertex is P and whose base is an element Q of the surface. If du be the solid angle of the cone, its attraction at P is Jpr2<2w$r/r2 taken between the limits r = 0 and r=r. The attraction is therefore prdw.
The axial components of the attraction of the whole ellipsoid at P are therefore Z= - p$r\dca,        Y= ~ pfr/jida),       Z= - pfrvdca ................ (1),
where (X, AC, v) are the direction cosines of QP and the integrations are to be taken so as to include all the elementary cones which lie on one side of the tangent plane at P.
Let (£, t), f) be the coordinates of P when referred to the centre.   Since Q lies on
the ellipsoid we have      ^'}* + ^^ + <^=1 ........................... (2).
m-cr          m2o-          m-c-
Since the point (£, ??, £") lies on the surface this gives
This value of r has to be substituted in the expressions (1) and the integrations effected. As the radius vector turns round P, it is evident by (3) that no values of X, fji, v make r imaginary. Since the value of r determined by X, yu, v differs only in sign from that determined by- X, -/*, - v, the equation (3) represents the surface twice over. Since the signs of X, 7, Z depend on the signs of the products rX, r/t, TV, it is clear that if we integrate the equations (1) taking all positions of the radius vector and not merely those on one side of the tangent plane, we shall obtain in each case twice the required attraction. We therefore have

